The Modgraph GX-100 is the first low cost graphics terminal to offer multi-page high resolution graphics and alphanumerics. Designed to be compatible with Plot-10® (4010/4014) and DEC's VT-100 and VT-52. We call it Smart Graphics™ with good reason — powerful graphics, multi-page alphanumerics and more.

**GRAPHICS**

As a graphics tool the GX-100 is the smart choice, TWO pages of 768 x 585 viewable resolution on a 15" screen. Information from one graphics screen can be added and subtracted to the other with the push of a key. Circle, Rectangle, Vectors, Points, Patterns, Complex Area Fill and of course Plot-10® (4010/4014) compatibility.

**ALPHANUMERICs**

The independent alphanumeric plane allows alphanumeric overlay without overwriting graphics. Two independent pages store a total of 6 scrollable screens in 80 x 24 format with selectable scrolling methods including window scroll. This and VT-100, VT-52 compatibility, all designed to help you work smarter not harder.

- Direct access of microprocessor via host allows downloading of code for stand alone use.
- Optional Floppy Disc Drive with CP/M O/S.

To fully appreciate the Modgraph GX-100 you have to see it in action. Drop us a line, or give us a call. We'll arrange for a demonstration and show you how powerful graphics can be yours with Smart Graphics™

* Plot-10 Trademark Tektronix
  VT-100 Trademark Digital Equip. Corp.
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